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AccessArt are pleased to offer these
free-to-access participatory projects to
those at home during the Covid-19
outbreak. We hope they provide a focus
for creative exploration and respite time
for calm wellbeing for all ages.
The Drawing Challenge 2020

A Warm-up Exercise & A Drawing Project
Learn to make more confident drawings and develop your
drawings into artist’s books! Download the pdf via the form on
this page. Suitable for all ages.

The Drawing Challenge 2017

3 Drawing Warm-ups and 2 Drawing Projects
AccessArt is running an international Drawing Challenge with
the aim of helping support individuals to develop drawing
skills through a series of inspirational exercises and drawing
projects, suitable for use at home.

The Nonna Maria Drawing Challenge

Draw your Grandma or Grandpa or Any
Relative you Love
Meet Nonna Maria, a very special granny bought to life by Luca
Damiani in his video “Maria and all the Grannies of the World
– A story of kindness during the 2020 Coronavirus crisis” and
join us in the Maria Drawing challenge! Draw your grandma or
grandpa or any relative that you love and share it with them
(and us!).

Sketchbook!

Free online sketchbooks course for all
ages
A four part sketchbooks course which can be used over a period
of time. Introduces what sketchbooks can be used for, nurtures
ownership of sketchbook with a making activity, and kick
starts the sketchbook habit via two exercises. Perfect for all
ages.

What’s Your Space?

Interior Design Challenge
What’s Your Space? encourages children and young teenagers to
think about design and making. Created in partnership with the
David Parr House in Cambridge and with the teenage
#BeACreativeProducer team.

3,2,1, Photography Challenge

Be Inspired by AccessArt Young Artist
Chloe Fox
Suitable for older children, teenagers and adults.

Resources and Advice for Parents

During Covid-19 Lockdown
AccessArt has many resources suitable for children, teenagers
and parents to use at home during self-isolation. See how we
can help.

